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HELLENIC BIS NUTRITION PRODUCTS LTD
Morton Bassan
Re: olive flies
Wednesday, November 29, 2017 4:01:59 AM

Hello Mort!
Im very sorry for the late replay,as your message was in spam mail and didnt check so
far.
Would be great to taste my olive oil and i must tell you that the olive flies touched only a
1-2% of the trees and this probably because the rain and hard air removed the traps of
these trees.I will also need your product for the next seasons.
Regarding my olive oil,i havent collect it yet,as im waiting to get the olive fruit
bigger,cause of less raining this summer.Hopefully next week will start collecting and will
inform you when will be ready for sending it to you.If i send the glass bottles,would be
heavier than pet bottles and also shipping companies need it packed with wooden
box.From one side,i want you to see the whole olive image "bottle and olive oil" and if
possible to promote it there,but this way will go higher shipping.I will check with this and
let you know my friend as soon as i have the oil.

Cheers,
Vasilis

Vasilis Samilis’ GREECE: OLIVE FRUIT FLY LURE TESTIMONIAL.
Hawaii Fly Bait
PO Box 13 or 87-3599 Mamalahoa HWY
Captain Cook, HI 96704
TEL: Office 206-855-3109: Cells 808-640-0696 or 808-936-8928
Email: mortonbassan@gmail.com

Στις 06/11/2017 02:11 AM, Morton Bassan έγραψε:
Thanks Vasilis,

By now you should have olive fly lure test results. Did my lures protect your olives from
olive fly damage? Did my med fly lure protect your other crops?

I want to buy 8 to 16 oz olive oil from your groves protected by my olive fly lures for
me to lab test for zero or non-detectable insect pheromone level. I am happy to pay
freight. Greek postal service is probably the least expensive freight. Please let me
know cost for me to Paypal you the money.

Mailing address:
Morton Bassan
PO Box 13
Captain Cook, HI 96704

